
Musical Theatre Vocabulary 
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Alternate: Someone who occasionally plays a role in a show in order to give the 
regular performer a rest. For example, a star might play a role six times a week, and 
her alternate plays the two matinees. Alternates are often retained for difficult parts. In 
the touring company of Falsettos that I saw some years ago, the part of Jason, the son, 
was played by two young boys who alternated performances over different evenings. 

Belt, To: To sing out loudly, strongly, and clearly, so that one's voice is projected to 
the back of the balcony. Usually said of a woman. Ethel Merman was a belter. Liza 
Minelli is a belter. Gwen Verdon was not a belter. 

Bio-Musical: A biography of a single individual in musical form, though the creative 
team usually plays fast and loose with the facts of the individual's life in order to raise 
the entertainment value of the biography. Typically, but not always, bio-musicals are 
about entertainment figures. Gypsy (Gypsy Rose Lee) was all fable from start to 
finish, while The Will Rogers Follies had a measure of truth to it. 

Book: The actual story of a musical; the play part. 

Book Musical: A musical with a story. Some musicals, usually revues, don't have any 
kind of a story.  

Button: The payoff moment in a song; the moment when the song is "buttoned up" 
and finished. 

Chamber Musical: An intimate musical designed to play in front of a small audience 
in a small theatre, with just a few actors and musicians. Forever Plaid is a good 
example.  

Chorus: The ensemble on the stage of a musical: the background singers and dancers 
(and occasional actors). See also Gypsy. 

Company: All the people associated with a musical. 

Concept Musical: A musical in which the idea or concept takes precedence over the 
plot; usually a nonlinear story, or one that incorporates several threads. A Chorus 
Line, Company, and Grand Hotel are all concept musicals. I have seen the term 



expanded, and used in slightly derogatory fashion, to refer to any gimmicky or weird 
musical. 

Dance Captain: The rec.arts.theatre.musicals FAQ defines this role as "the person in 
charge of maintaining the show's choreography [who] often teach[es] choreography to 
new replacements and help[s] with understudy and cleanup rehearsals." 

Dream Ballet: A ballet within a musical that expresses the hopes and dreams (or the 
actual dreams) of a character, often the ingenue. The classic dream ballet is Laurie's 
in Oklahoma! The impression that this ballet made was so striking that similar ballets 
were often incorporated into later musicals--and as a result, the dream ballet became a 
musical cliche. As a result, you hardly ever see them in more recent shows. 

Eleven O'Clock Number: A song in which the main character has some kind of 
revelation or undergoes a major emotional moment that brings the musical to a 
climax. Often, but not always, the final song. Well-known eleven o'clock numbers 
include "Rose's Turn" from Gypsy, "I've Grown Accustomed to Her Face" from My 
Fair Lady, and "If He Walked Into My Life" from Mame. The term is a holdover from 
the days when all musicals started at 8:30 PM and had to have a climactic song around 
11:00, because it was desirable to have audiences leave not long after 11:00. 

Entr'Acte: The music played at the beginning of the second act of a musical, before 
the action resumes. Often just another version of the Overture or one of the songs in 
the show played by the orchestra in the pit, though occasionally it goes beyond that. 

Equity/Equity Card: Actor's Equity is the actor's union, and members have Equity 
cards. Equity helps ensure that actors are not subject to the kind of abuse that they 
used to receive regularly: delayed or lost paychecks, fired for no reason, etc. A 
production that uses non-Equity personnel is looking for trouble. Unfortunately, 
because Equity demands a certain pay scale for its members, many theatres are forced 
to book non-Equity shows because that's all they can afford. 

Featured Performer: Not the star, but someone important enough to get their name 
separately mentioned in the credits: "And Rex Everhart" in 1776; "and special guest 
Elaine Stritch" in Drat! The Cat! People who replace role-originators in major 
productions are also considered featured performers, such as when Dorothy Loudon 
and George Hearn replaced Angela Lansbury and Len Cariou in Sweeney Todd. The 
only replacement performer to ever be nominated for a Tony was Larry Kert, when he 
replaced Dean Jones in Company. 

Follow Spot: A spotlight that is continually trained on a performer as he/she moves 
around the stage. 



Fringe, The: London's counterpart to Off-Broadway and Off-Off Broadway. 

House: Technically, the theatre. More commonly, the audience, specifically the 
number of seats sold. 

Ingenue: A young, pretty, vulnerable female lead or second lead. The aging process 
does ingenues in eventually, though Mary Martin managed to retain her ingenue status 
far longer than most. Some actresses never were ingenues even when they were 
young, like Carol Channing or Nancy Walker. Typical ingenue roles include Maria 
in West Side Story, Joanna in Sweeney Todd, and Magnolia in Show Boat. 

Legitimate Stage, the: Where serious actors and actresses perform, as opposed to TV 
and movies, vaudeville and burlesque, concerts, commercials, etc. Based on the idea 
that acting live, on stage, in a play or musical or opera, is the highest and most 
respectable form of performing. 

Libretto: The book and lyrics to a musical.  

OBC: Original Broadway Cast. Refers to the opening night Broadway cast of a 
musical. 

OCR: Original Cast Recording. Refers to the recording of a musical by the opening 
night cast. Note that in some rare cases an opening night performer was unable to 
participate in the OCR, so his or her understudy sang on the recording, as did Rex 
Everhart on 1776 after Howard Da Silva had a heart attack. 

Off-Broadway: Typically, the home of noncommercial (and historically nonprofit) 
theatre. Tends to be much more serious and arty than Broadway. Unexpectedly 
popular offerings, like Hair, sometimes find their way to Broadway 
"legitimacy." Assassins, on the other hand, which ran for two months off-Broadway, 
was the usual Sondheim flop that has since attracted a devoted 
following. Urinetown moved from off-Broadway to Broadway status with almost its 
entire cast intact and has become a hit. The Golden Apple did the same thing and 
tanked. 

Off-Off-Broadway: Even more noncommercial, experimental, and arty theatre than 
Off-Broadway, and less disciplined overall. 

OLC: Original London Cast. 

Overture: A song used to open a musical; it almost always consists of a medley of 
good bits from the other songs in the show. Some musicals don't have overtures, and a 



few overtures incorporate bits of cut songs into themselves (e.g., the more recent 
versions of the overture to Follies). One of the many musical jokes in Urinetown is 
that the overture has nothing to do with any of the other songs in the show. 

NBC: New Broadway Cast. Refers to the recording of a revived musical by the 
revival cast. 

Patter Song: A song that's more spoken than sung. [Aha! Someone with lots more 
knowledge than I have has kindly provided a better definition!] The most famous 
examples of patter songs are those sung by Rex Harrison as Professor Higgins in My 
Fair Lady. Some of Richard Burton's numbers in Camelot are also considered patter 
songs. 

Production Number/Big Production Number: An elaborately staged song, usually 
with dancing and flashy costumes and lots of people involved. The "Be Our Guest" 
number from Beauty and the Beast is a production number par excellence. 

Reprise: A repetition of a song sung earlier in a musical. In Annie, "Tomorrow" is 
reprised twice. In Mack & Mabel, "I Won't Send Roses" is sung by Robert Preston 
and then, with different lyrics, by Bernadette Peters; Peters's version is considered a 
reprise. Although some shows just reprise a song because it's a hit song, a reprise done 
intelligently can change the meaning of the lyrics.  

Revue: A show that consists of disparate musical numbers, either by many different 
composers (e.g., Hey, Mr. Producer!) or by one individual or team (e.g., Louis 
Jordan, Five Guys Named Moe; Kander and Ebb, And the World Goes Round). What 
separates a revue from a plain old concert is the staging; the songs are performed 
rather than merely sung. Sometimes there might be a thematic thread running through 
some or all of the songs, but there is no overarching storyline. 

Rock Musical: A musical that uses rock music rather than "Broadway" music. Rock 
music is generally not suited to the musical form because the beat tends to overpower 
the singing and because most rock composers don't understand a damn thing about 
creating Broadway musicals. However, there are a few good ones out there, 
like Hairspray and Little Shop of Horrors. 

Score:  the music and lyrics together 

Second Couple: The secondary couple in a musical; usually the comic relief 
relationship that leaves the romantic posturing (and songs) to the leads.  



Showstopper: A musical number, a song or a dance or both, that creates such 
excitement in an audience that the show has to pause because people keep cheering 
and applauding. Famous showstoppers include Gwen Verdon's apache dance in Can-
Can, "Get Me to the Church On Time" from My Fair Lady, and "Sit Down, You're 
Rockin' the Boat" from Guys and Dolls. And "Mirror Mirror," which I saw 
in Follies in 2001, brought down the house. 

Standby: An understudy who does not have a role in a show but can step into one or 
more roles should the opportunity arise. Being a standby can be lucrative and 
relaxing, but it can also be frustrating and unfulfilling--and nerve-wracking, if a 
standby unexpectedly has to go on! 

Stock Company/Stock: A regular set of players attached to a repertory theatre, such 
as the Denver Center Theater Company. Although individual members may become 
better known than others, and well-known performers will join stock companies for 
particular productions, there are almost never superstars in a stock company. Usually 
shortened to just "stock." Stock is the lifeblood of many actors, since there are so few 
parts in major productions. 

Summer Stock: Stock productions mounted in the summer. Sort of a catch phrase for 
regional theatre. 

Swing: According to knowledgable reader Rafael Dueno, "A swing is the understudy 
of the chorus. You know how chorus members understudy the smaller parts and the 
people in the smaller parts understudy the leads? Swings are people who know the 
chorus numbers perfectly, so they can equally replace an absent chorus member at the 
front of the line to the right as well as one at the back to the left. Sometimes chorus 
members don't all do the exact same dances at the same time; sometimes they are split 
in half and each side mirrors the other. Ask a regular chorus member to simply switch 
over, and they're bound to mess up, for they have already perfected doing it from one 
side. Swings are capable of doing either side, for they have learned both sections 
well." A swing is often the dance captain. 

Torch Song: A sentimental love song, usually one lamenting unrequited love. 
Typically (but not always) sung by women. Sondheim's classic torch song is "Losing 
My Mind" from Follies. Other torch songs include "As Long As He Needs Me" 
from Oliver! and "On My Own" from Les Miserables. 

Touring Company: The hardy souls who take a show on the road . 



Triple Threat: Someone who can sing, dance, and act. The combination is rarer than 
you'd expect, especially these days when actors and actresses gravitate toward 
Hollywood rather than Broadway.  

Understudy: Someone who has a small role in a show and also can cover for one or 
more other (usually larger) roles. 

Vamp:  In terms of music, a short introductory segment, a teaser, that's often repeated 
several times before a solo or between verses. 

West End, the: London's counterpart to Broadway. 

 


